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ABSTRACT: The early stages of nanocrystal nucleation and
growth are still an active field of research and remain
unrevealed. In this work, by the combination of aberration-
corrected transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
electrochemical characterization of the electrodeposition of
different metals, we provide a complete reformulation of the
Volmer−Weber 3D island growth mechanism, which has
always been accepted to explain the early stages of metal
electrodeposition and thin-film growth on low-energy
substrates. We have developed a Generalized Electrochemical Aggregative Growth Mechanism which mimics the atomistic
processes during the early stages of thin-film growth, by incorporating nanoclusters as building blocks. We discuss the influence
of new processes such as nanocluster self-limiting growth, surface diffusion, aggregation, and coalescence on the growth
mechanism and morphology of the resulting nanostructures. Self-limiting growth mechanisms hinder nanocluster growth and
favor coalescence driven growth. The size of the primary nanoclusters is independent of the applied potential and deposition
time. The balance between nucleation, nanocluster surface diffusion, and coalescence depends on the material and the
overpotential, and influences strongly the morphology of the deposits. A small extent of coalescence leads to ultraporous
dendritic structures, large surface coverage, and small particle size. Contrarily, full recrystallization leads to larger hemispherical
monocrystalline islands and smaller particle density. The mechanism we propose represents a scientific breakthrough from the
fundamental point of view and indicates that achieving the right balance between nucleation, self-limiting growth, cluster surface
diffusion, and coalescence is essential and opens new, exciting possibilities to build up enhanced supported nanostructures using
nanoclusters as building blocks.

■ INTRODUCTION

Metal nanocrystals are of great interest due to their unique
properties which differ from their bulk counterparts and can be
tuned by adjusting their size and shape.1,2 When supported on
different substrates, they represent the cornerstone for
numerous applications in different fields, such as catalysis2,3

or sensing.4,5 They can be synthesized by multiple methods,
reviewed many times,2 with colloidal synthesis and other
solution based methods being the most common approach.6,7

Nonetheless, colloids may lose some of their properties due to
the organic ligands used during the synthesis procedure, or
because of unwanted aggregation during deposition on a given
support.8 In contrast, electrochemical deposition allows the
growth of the nanostructures in one step, directly on the final
support, improving the electron pathway within the substrate,
nanostructure, and environment. Consequently, the technique
has been proven effective to obtain highly electroactive
nanostructures with potential for fuel cell9,10 or (bio)sensing4

applications.
One of the key issues to benefit from the fascinating

properties of nanostructures is to understand their formation
mechanisms in order to achieve a good control of their
morphological and structural parameters. However, despite the

increasing number of publications in the field, the early stages
of nanocrystal formation are still under discussion. Nucleation
and growth phenomena have been thoroughly studied for more
than a century for colloidal syntheses,11 thin film growth,12 and
electrochemical deposition processes,13 among others. This has
resulted in a classic nucleation and growth theory which
predicts that nanocrystals grow irreversibly by atomic addition
until the reaction is halted. In colloidal synthesis, nanoparticle
growth has been traditionally described by burst nucleation and
slow growth, introduced by LaMer,14 and slow nucleation and
fast autocatalytic-growth, developed by Watzky, Finke, and co-
workers.15 Both mechanisms differ in many aspects but they are
based on the concept that nanocrystal growth only proceeds by
direct atomic attachment. Nonetheless, aberration-corrected
atomic resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has
recently become accessible for colloid chemists to shed light on
nanocrystal growth mechanisms.16 In addition, the develop-
ment of technologies for in situ characterization has made it
possible to study the nucleation and growth of nanoparticles by
in situ TEM17−19 and Small Angle X-ray Scattering
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(SAXS)20−22 indicating that small nanoparticles grow by
aggregation and coalescence to a bigger extent than by
monomer addition. Similar growth pathways have also been
observed, based on ex-situ characterization of the evolution of
nanocluster size distributions.23,24 In fact, the formation of
nanostructures by oriented attachment of nanocrystal building
blocks has been reviewed recently25 and evidence for this
growth pathway is being reported in the formation of other
type of nanostructures such as protein−inorganic hybrid
nanoflowers26 or dendritic nanostructures.27−29

However, electrochemical deposition and thin film growth in
general have always been studied considering atomic
incorporation as the only growth mechanism. In these cases,
characterization has been traditionally limited to nanometer
scale characterization by surface analysis techniques such as
AFM/STM or FESEM, limiting the access to atomic-scale
information. On top of that, the fact that nucleation takes part
on a surface has led to assumptions that nuclei stand still on the
substrate and, in the case of metal deposition onto low-energy
substrates, that they grow radially by direct attachment along
with the well-known Volmer−Weber 3D island growth
mechanism. Based on these assumptions, measurements of
the current−time transients obtained by potentiostatic electro-
chemical deposition have been correlated with the growth of
randomly distributed hemispherical nuclei allowing a nucleation
rate to be extracted and hence predicting the evolution of
particle number density and size with deposition time.30 This
approach has been used and reviewed on countless occasions,31

but it has been reported in many cases that it cannot explain
experimental observations appropriately,9,32−36 which questions
its validity. Still, growth by nanocluster aggregation and

coalescence has never been seriously considered, although
suggested by some authors to account for irregular deposit
morphologies.34,35

Nevertheless, we recently showed that by using carbon
coated TEM grids (CCTGs) as electrochemical electrodes, we
gain access to atomic-scale characterization of as-electro-
deposited nanostructures correlated with electrochemical
measurements.37 In this way, we proved that silver electro-
deposition on carbon does not proceed by a Volmer−Weber
mechanism. In contrast, ultrasmall nanoclusters of d ≈ 1−2 nm
diffuse over the carbon substrate, aggregate, and only grow by
atomic addition after complete recrystallization.33 Furthermore,
by means of electron tomography, aberration-corrected
HAADF-STEM, and in situ SAXS, we proved that platinum
electrodeposition results into ultraporous dendritic nanostruc-
tures produced by the aggregation, self-alignment, and partial
coalescence of size-monodispersed nanoclusters of d ≈ 2 nm.38

Consequently, we suggested that the Volmer−Weber island
growth mechanism should be revised toward an Electro-
chemical Aggregative Growth Mechanism which includes
nanocluster surface diffusion, aggregation, and coalescence as
the main mechanisms of early nanocrystal growth.
This work combines aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM,

FESEM and electrochemical characterization of different
electrochemical deposition systems to unravel the processes
underlying metal electrodeposition on low energy substrates.
We elaborate therefore on a Generalized Electrochemical
Aggregative Growth Mechanism which mimics the atomistic
processes during the early stages of thin-film growth39 by
incorporating nanoclusters of a few nm as building blocks. We
finally discuss the influence of new key parameters on the

Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing the growth pathways observed by HAADF-STEM observation during the electrodeposition of silver (a,b) and
platinum (c,d) onto CCTGs. (a) Growth by direct attachment resulting in defect-free monocrystalline nanoparticles. (b) Growth by nanocluster
aggregation and full coalescence resulting in monocrystalline nanoparticles with defects. (c) Growth by nanocluster aggregation and partial
coalescence resulting into porous nanostructures. (d) Growth by nanocluster aggregation and small extent of coalescence resulting in ultraporous
dendritic nanostructures.
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growth mechanism, on the interpretation of potentiostatic
current transients, and on the morphology of the resulting
electrodeposited nanostructures. The understanding of the
proposed growth mechanism allows better control of electro-
chemical deposition processes toward obtaining supported
nanostructures with desired morphology and enhanced proper-
ties.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Platinum and silver electrochemical deposition has been carried out
using 1 × 10−3 M H2PtCl6 + 0.1 M KCl38 and 1 × 10−3 M AgNO3 +
0.1 M KNO3,

33 respectively. In both cases, solutions have been
previously deareated by N2. Electrochemical measurements have been
performed using an AUTOLAB PGSTAT 100 in a three-electrode
configuration with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a Pt counter
electrode. All the potentials mentioned throughout the paper are
referred to Ag/AgCl. In order to perform TEM analysis on as-prepared
samples, carbon coated TEM grids from EMS (300mesh, CF 300Au)
have been used as electrochemical working electrodes. Further details
are described elsewhere.33,37,38 Ex situ morphological and structural
characterization of the electrodeposited nanostructures has been
performed using a JEOL JSM-7000F FESEM operated at 20 kV, a FEI
Tecnai G20 electron microscope operated at 200 kV, and a double
aberration-corrected FEI Titan 50−80 electron microscope operated
at 300 kV.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Evaluation of Different Growth Pathways. Silver and

platinum nanoparticles have been grown onto CCTGs by
potentiostatic electrodeposition at different potentials and
deposition times. Further experimental details are provided
elsewhere.33,37,38 Figure 1 shows a summary of the different
growth pathways inferred from high magnification HAADF-
STEM characterization. When the main growth mechanism is
atomic addition, monocrystalline defect-free nanoparticles such
as of growth pathway ’a’ are expected to be the most abundant
species. However, in the case of silver electrodeposition, only a
very small portion of particles are found to present such a
structure. Contrarily, most of the silver nanoparticles are found
to grow through a mechanism such as the one depicted by
growth pathway ’b’. It can be summarized as the aggregation of
randomly oriented nanoclusters of d ≈ 1−2 nm, followed by
total recrystallization and further epitaxial growth by incorpo-
ration of Ag atoms through direct attachment (reduction of Ag+

ions on the particle surface). After this stage, nanoparticles are
monocrystalline but display defects such as stacking faults or
twinning planes, witnessing previous coalescence events.33 The
figures correspond to silver nanostructures obtained at E =
−0.4 V (high overpotential), but similar nanostructures have
been found at other applied potentials. Platinum, though, forms
irregular porous dendritic nanostructures rather than hemi-
spherical nanoparticles, as indicated by the growth pathways ’c’
and ’d’. Although lattice fringes extend through large domains
within the nanostructures, domains with different crystallo-
graphic orientation, spherical protuberances, coalescence necks,
stacking faults, and twinning planes prove that the main growth
mechanism is based on the aggregation, self-alignment, and
partial coalescence of nanoclusters of d ≈ 2 nm.38 Growth
pathways ’c’and ’d’ represent the electrodeposition of platinum
at E ≤ −0.4 V and E ≥ −0.4 V, respectively. These two regimes
will be considered hereafter as high and low overpotentials,
respectively, for the sake of clarity. Low overpotentials lead to
open ultraporous nanodendrites due to limited coalescence,
whereas high overpotentials result in less porous structures with

smoother features, due to a higher degree of recrystallization
and direct addition of Pt atoms.
A first important conclusion derived from this analysis is that

the Electrochemical Aggregative Growth Mechanism is
common for two metals from different rows and columns
from the periodic table such as Ag and Pt. Therefore, it can be
suggested as a general metal electrodeposition mechanism onto
low energy substrates such as carbon. Second, recrystallization
and coalescence kinetics are dependent on material, over-
potential, and adsorbed species, and dictate the morphology of
the final nanostructures to a large extent. Third, direct
incorporation of Ag and Pt atoms can obviously not be
excluded from the growth process. The analysis of the
morphologies and crystallographic structures shown in Figure
1 indicates that such a growth mechanism is only noticeable
after the aggregates have undergone a high degree of
recrystallization. However, the direct attachment of reduced
metal ions on individual nanoclusters or aggregates may as well
influence recrystallization processes by acting as cohesive forces
between adjacent nanoclusters or aggregates. To fully under-
stand the described mechanism and its different growth
pathways, an evaluation of electrochemical chronoamperograms
and resulting nanoparticle size distributions is carried out in the
next sections. Such analyses have been carried out on countless
occasions to study electrochemical nucleation and growth
processes, assuming that growth occurs by direct attachment.
However, to perform these analyses in terms of our proposed
mechanism, some additional concepts need to be taken into
account. These concepts are nanocluster self-limiting growth,
nanocluster surface diffusion, and nanocluster coalescence and
recrystallization. Although frequently used in other new phase
formation fields, these concepts are not often used in
electrochemical deposition studies, and so they are described
in general terms in the next section. Besides, explanations are
provided on how they may be affected by the different
processes occurring during electrochemical deposition.

Notes on Nanocluster Self-Limiting Growth, Electro-
chemical Potential Driven Surface Diffusion and
Coalescence. Self-Limiting Growth. The self-limiting growth
concept is probably the most difficult to understand, because
although it has been reported in other fields, little is known
about it. It has been sometimes attributed to closed-shell magic
sizes.15,21,40 Such full-shell configurations can be thought of as
metastable states which constitute a local minimum of the
function relating the change in free Gibbs energy of a growing
particle with its radius, ΔG(r), which would otherwise decrease
monotonically for radii larger than the critical radius. The
reason for this to happen would be linked to a higher stability
of certain facets, as opposed to the models which consider
unfaceted hemispherical islands with an average surface energy.
In other cases, nanocluster self-limiting growth mechanisms

are explained by particle stabilization due to adsorption of
different species.41 In an electrochemical deposition system, the
latter would mean that some of the electrolyte species would be
specifically adsorbed on the nanoclusters. blocking epitaxial
growth on their surface.

Nanocluster Surface Diffusion. Nanocluster surface diffu-
sion is never considered in electrochemical deposition systems
because one of the key assumptions common to every model is
that single adatoms are the only diffusing species over the
substrate. In this way, nuclei are always considered as fixed
islands pinned to specific sites on the surface. However,
provided that it is widely accepted that adatoms can perform
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random walks until they coalesce forming a stable nuclei,12,13,39

it seems perfectly logical to assume that nanoclusters could
experience the same phenomena, provided they are small
enough. Indeed, temperature activated or accelerated nano-
cluster surface diffusion has been thoroughly studied.42−45

At high temperatures, it is proven that nanoclusters can
perform a random walk over a surface similar to what atoms do,
because nanoclusters of a few nm have surface diffusion
coefficients of the same magnitude than those of single
atoms.43,46 However, it is also reported that, at room
temperature (RT), nanocluster surface diffusion coefficients
over glassy carbon are considerably smaller.43,47 In our case, Ag
and Pt nanoclusters have been imaged by HAADF-STEM and
proven stable at RT, even under exposure to the electron
beam.33,38 Accordingly, it can be inferred that Ag and Pt
nanoclusters do not diffuse at RT conditions under air or
vacuum environments. Hence, cluster diffusion should occur
during electrodeposition. We have also observed that nano-
cluster surface diffusion under open circuit potential is
negligible. Hence, cluster movement in electrochemical
deposition systems must be driven by the application of an
electrochemical potential. Under electrochemical polarization,
one could think of interparticle electrostatic interactions, but
even if they were attractive, they would be screened by the
supporting electrolyte within a few nm of their surface, ruling

out long-range interparticle attractions.48 Also, VDW inter-
particle attractive interactions, which are responsible for
aggregation, cannot drive nanocluster surface diffusion over
long distances because their range extends only for a few nm.
To find a plausible explanation, one has to look in more

detail at the mechanisms by which nanocluster surface diffusion
takes place. Provided they are small enough, it is commonly
accepted that nanoclusters move randomly over surfaces by
atom evaporation/recondensation processes leading to dis-
placement of their center of mass, or by stress related
dislocations between their crystallographic planes.43,44,49 In
this context, the cluster diffusion coefficient is proportional to
the adatom density on the cluster surface and inversely
proportional to r4. When a material is heated to temperatures
close to its melting point, more and more atoms get enough
vibrational energy to instantaneously overcome the energy
which binds them to the lattice. Therefore, the concentration of
free adatoms on the cluster surface increases and so does the
cluster surface diffusion coefficient, explaining temperature
activated cluster diffusion. On the other hand, inherent to any
electrochemical deposition system, metallic nanoclusters are in
equilibrium with an aqueous phase with ions of the same metal.
Therefore, when a negative potential is applied, metal ions are
reduced all over the active surface. Therefore, the adatom
density on the cluster surface increases, and so do nanocluster

Figure 2. Representative low magnification HAADF-STEM pictures after the electrodeposition of platinum onto CCTGs at a potential of −0.6 V for
(a) 3, (b) 20, and (c) 200 s. (d) Corresponding size histograms showing a bimodal size distribution.
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surface diffusion coefficients, without the need to apply higher
temperatures. In some cases, electrochemical potential driven
nanocluster surface diffusion has been detected under large
anodic polarization in electrolytes not containing the
corresponding metal ions.49,50 We believe that such movement
is also based on an increase of metal free adatoms on the
surface of the nanoclusters. The difference would be that this
time such free atoms would have been stripped off the cluster
rather than discharged from the electrolyte. Therefore, in an
electrochemical deposition system, the higher the overpotential
is, the higher the nanocluster surface diffusion coefficients
should be. This is difficult to assess experimentally, because
reaction kinetics, nucleation rate, and particle coalescence also
depend on the overpotential, being very difficult to distinguish
its effect on cluster surface diffusion.
Nanocluster Coalescence. Nanocluster coalescence has

normally been studied by using temperature or the incidence
of highly energetic beams as sources of energy.51,52 In these
cases, when temperatures close to the melting point are
reached, surface atoms get a high vibrational energy and can
escape the crystal lattice increasing the concentration of free
metal adatoms on the nanoparticle surface. It is proven that the
mobility of these adatoms drives the coalescence process, and
consequently, materials with low melting point experience
faster recrystallization at lower temperatures. Accordingly, the
aggregation of low melting point metal nanoclusters in colloidal
synthesis leads to silver,21,22 bismuth,24 or gold spherical
nanoparticles,20,23 whereas high melting point metals such as
platinum or palladium lead to porous nanodendrites.27,29

Along with the aforementioned theory for nanocluster
surface diffusion, the application of high overpotentials would
induce a large adatom density on the nanocluster surface,
inducing faster recrystallization kinetics. This could explain that
nanocluster coalescence processes under electrochemical polar-
ization are accelerated with increasing overpotential38 and are
much faster for silver than for platinum.33 In addition, the
complex surface structures generated under electrochemical
polarization may have an influence on coalescence kinetics as

well. Therefore, it is logical to believe that specific adsorption of
some chemical species could hinder the recrystallization process
whereas others could catalyze it. Therefore, achieving the right
balance between these interactions seems essential to build up
nanostructures from nanocluster aggregation in an appropriate
way.

Evaluation of Nanoparticle Size Distributions. Tradi-
tionally, FESEM or AFM/STM have been used for this
purpose. However, FESEM analysis has been shown to fail
when nanoparticles of d ≤ 5 need to be resolved.37 Besides,
measurements of particle sizes by AFM/STM have been shown
to be greatly affected and altered by the geometry of the tip,53

and can induce cluster detachment and movement on its
own.54 Alternatively, the use of carbon coated TEM grids as
electrochemical electrodes allows a proper evaluation of
nanoparticle number, size, and spatial distribution over the
whole size range by performing HAADF-STEM observations at
low magnification. By means of this approach, we have recently
shown that the early stages of silver electrodeposition lead to
bimodal size distributions, where ’large’ particles grow in size
with increasing deposition time but small nanoclusters of d ≈
1−2 nm do not grow and eventually disappear, consumed by
incorporation into larger aggregates.33 These phenomena are
commonly related to nanoparticle self-limiting growth and
aggregation.17,23,24

In the case of platinum, similar phenomena occur and
bimodal size distributions are also established during the early
stages of electrodeposition at high overpotentials, as shown in
Figure 2. However, almost no isolated platinum primary
nanoclusters are found when smaller overpotentials are applied.
This indicates that at low overpotentials cluster diffusion/
aggregation predominates over nucleation, and vice versa.
Therefore, although both rates are faster at high overpotentials,
the nucleation rate is more strongly affected than the cluster
diffusion/aggregation rate. Understanding such processes is
extremely important, as the outcome of the electrodeposited
nanostructures depends strongly on the balance betweeen

Figure 3. Representative FESEM pictures after the electrodeposition of silver onto CCTGs at a potential of −0.4 V for (a) 10, (b) 100, and (c) 500
ms. Representative FESEM pictures after the electrodeposition of platinum onto CCTGs at a potential of −0.6 V for (d) 3, (e) 20, and (f) 200 s.
Insets: high magnification HAADF-STEM figure of a monocrystalline silver nanoparticle (c) and 3D reconstruction of a porous platinum
nanostructure (f).
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nucleation and nanocluster surface diffusion, which are both
overpotential dependent.
HAADF-STEM images such as these from Figure 2 are used

to elaborate statistics of the small particle populations, whereas
FESEM pictures are used for the large particle populations.
Figure 3 shows characteristic FESEM pictures presenting an
overview of the distribution of silver (a−c) and platinum (d−f)
nanoparticles electrodeposited at high overpotentials and
different deposition times. The insets in (c) and (f) show a
high resolution picture and a three-dimensional reconstruction
of representative nanostructures obtained by aberration-
corrected HAADF-STEM and electron tomography, respec-
tively.33,38 Figure 4 shows the corresponding evolution of
average diameter (a) and particle number density (b) of both
’large’ and ’small’ particle populations for silver and platinum
electrodeposition. Silver nanoparticles are formed at much
shorter deposition times than platinum due to differences in
reaction kinetics and so the deposition time is represented in
logarithmic scale for the sake of comparability.
Figure 4a shows that small particles do not grow with

deposition time in any of the cases. However, the size of such
isolated small clusters is material dependent as Ag small
nanoclusters have d ≈ 1.8 ± 0.6 nm (relative size dispersion
≈33%), whereas Pt small nanoparticles have a larger diameter
of d ≈ 2.9 ± 0.9 nm (relative size dispersion ≈31%). This

implies that a self-limiting growth mechanism prevents the
growth of primary nanoclusters and stabilizes particles of
different sizes depending on the material. On the other hand,
we have shown that Pt aggregates which undergo a very small
amount of recrystallization still show a self-limiting growth
mechanism, whereas fully recrystallized aggregates do not.38

One possible explanation, linked to closed-shell magic sizes,
would be that the nanoclusters have a metastable atomic
configuration, which hinders epitaxial growth, but become
unstable after coalescence. However, in all the cases, primary
nanoclusters have a relatively large size dispersion (33%),
indicating that adsorption-driven stabilization is more plausible
than closed-shell magic sizes. Therefore, another possible
explanation would be that stabilization is related to specific
adsorption onto the exposed facets of the primary nanoclusters,
which change after coalescence. On the other hand, Figure 4a
also shows that ’large’ Ag and Pt nanoparticles only start to
grow after a certain induction time (tInd ≈ 30 ms for Ag; tInd ≈
10 s for Pt); before this time their size remains more or less
constant (d ≈ 15 ± 5 nm for Ag; d ≈ 8 ± 2 for Pt). An
induction period is a recurrent concept under many scenarios
of new phase nucleation and growth, and it is normally ascribed
to the time lapsed during nucleation and before the onset of
particle growth.15 In electrochemical deposition, induction
periods are normally correlated to the establishment of an

Figure 4. Time evolution of silver and platinum nanoparticle (a) average diameter and (b) number density after electrodeposition onto CCTGs at
potentials of −0.4 and −0.6 V, respectively.
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electrochemical double layer and the discharge of metal atoms
onto the electrode prior to nucleation.13,31 However, we show
that the induction time corresponds to the aggregation of
primary nanoclusters onto larger entities which may grow at
later stages.33 Such a phenomenon, which can be considered an
aggregate-nucleation process, has been recently reported in the
field of colloidal synthesis.23,24 In the case of Ag electro-
deposition, such induction time corresponds to the period in
which the number of aggregates increases by the assembly of
isolated primary nanoclusters. Figure 4b shows that, after the
induction period (tInd ≈ 30 ms), no more aggregates are created
because the surface has been depleted of primary nanoclusters.
In the case of platinum, large aggregates start to grow after tInd
≈ 10 s, but small primary clusters are continuously being
formed on the carbon surface and, consequently, more and
more large aggregates are also created continuously.
In fact, if one looks at the evolution of the aggregate diameter

(a) and number density (b) with the surface coverage, shown in
Figure 5, it becomes clear that in the case of silver, the number
of aggregates reaches saturation at small surface coverages of
about 1%, whereas for platinum, the large particle number
density keeps increasing even at large surface coverages of

about 30−40%. Correspondingly, for silver, the large particle
size starts to increase at low surface coverage, whereas platinum
aggregates remain small even after large surface coverage has
been reached. Under the assumption of growth by direct
attachment, growth under diffusion control generates diffusion
zones around growing islands of about 10 times their
diameter.55 This would imply that when diffusion fields cover
the whole surface, surface coverage should be about 1%. This is
exactly the case for silver electrodeposition, indicating that
silver aggregates grow by direct attachment under diffusion
control. This behavior is confirmed by their monocrystalline
structure after long deposition times, shown in the growth
pathway ’a’ of Figure 1. Such generation of diffusion zones
around the growing aggregates implies that the concentration
of ions close to the surface gets gradually smaller, which in turn
implies that, after a certain moment, no more primary clusters
and hence no more aggregates can be generated. On the other
hand, Figure 5b shows that the number of platinum aggregates
keeps increasing at high surface coverages meaning that new
primary nanoclusters are continuously generated over the
carbon surface. This implies that no diffusion fields (or very
small) are created around the aggregates, which in turn
indicates that their growth by atomic incorporation is not
limited by diffusion of active species toward the surface. This
would be logical in the case that platinum deposition occurred
under kinetic limitations, but this is not the case. When the
applied potential is E = −0.6 V, the applied overpotential is
large enough to rule out kinetic control (see Supporting
Information, Figure S1). Therefore, it can be asserted that
platinum aggregates do not grow by direct attachment to a large
extent.
As shown in Figure 1, the main difference between platinum

and silver growth pathways is the fact that silver aggregates
recrystallize into monocrystalline nanoparticles whereas plati-
num forms porous dendritic structures which only seem to
partially recrystallize at large overpotentials. Therefore, silver
aggregates behave as traditional islands and grow by atomic
incorporation once they have undergone total recrystallization.
This is why the evaluation of large particle or aggregate
distributions follows the trends established by conventional
electrochemical nucleation and growth theories and correlates
with classical chronoamperommetric models with good agree-
ment.33 On the other hand, partially recrystallized platinum
dendritic nanostructures behave halfway between growing
islands and small ’stabilized’ nanoclusters which cannot grow
due to a self-limiting growth mechanism. Therefore, even under
electrochemical diffusion control conditions, the evaluation of
particle morphology and size distribution does not follow the
assumptions of the Volmer−Weber 3D island growth
mechanism.

Evaluation of Chronoamperommetric Data. Electro-
chemical deposition processes can be followed in situ by
recording the current (or potential) transients during the
application of different potential (or current) pulses. In the case
of potentiostatic single pulse electrodeposition, the evaluation
of the current−time transients, or chronoamperograms,
provides invaluable time-resolved information about nucleation
and growth processes and it is hence performed in countless
occasions.30,31 However, the analysis has been proven
ineffective to explain experimental observations in many
cases.31−33

Figure 6 shows the potentiostatic current transients obtained
for silver (a) and platinum (b) electrodeposition. The analysis

Figure 5. Evolution of ‘large’ particle (a) average diameter and (b)
number density with surface coverage for silver and platinum
electrodeposition onto CCTGs at potentials of −0.4 and −0.6 V,
respectively.
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of the silver current transients according to the classical
electrochemical island growth models has been carried out in
our previous work.33 The calculated nucleation rate, AN0, is in
agreement with the number of ’large’ aggregates derived from
HAADF-STEM analysis, which follows an exponential trend
according to NAggregates(t) = N0[1 − exp(−At)]. Silver
aggregates, which have fully recrystallized into monocrystalline
islands, grow by direct attachment. Hence, the assumptions
from the classical models are fulfilled and good agreement
between experimental and theoretical data is achieved. Yet, the
analysis of the initial current decay is not straightforward.
Traditionally, initial high current and fast decays have been
associated to double layer charging.56 However, double layer
capacitive currents are expected to have an effect in the first
microseconds, so the extension of this phenomenon to the
millisecond time frame is uncertain. Therefore, the current
consumed during long-term decays must be of faradaic origin.
More appropriately, it has been postulated that such decays
may be a consequence of 2-dimensional surface reaction
phenomena, such as metal adatom adsorption32 or formation of
subcritical nuclei on the bare electrode surface.57 Monotonically
decaying currents are also typical from underpotential
deposition58 or layer-by-layer growth, where 3-dimensional
growth does not occur. We believe that the initial current decay
is caused by the formation of primary nongrowing nanoclusters
instead. Traditional island growth is characterized by an
increasing current due to the hemispherical diffusion to
growing centers, which in turn leads to an increase in the
active surface area.13,30 However, we have shown that primary
clusters do not grow by atomic addition beyond a few nm, so
they do not contribute substantially to an increase of the active
area, and the faradaic current consumed by the formation of
these clusters will have planar diffusion Cotrellian character-
istics (I ∝ t−(1/2)) of monotonic decaying nature.

In fact, the current−time transients obtained for the early
stages of platinum electrodeposition do not display the typical
peaked shape characteristic of the 3D island growth
mechanism.13,30 At E = −0.1 V, I(t) has a constant value,
characteristic of a charge-transfer limited electrochemical
reaction. However, it must be pointed out that kinetically
limited island growth should lead to an increasing current
density due to an increasing active surface area, until physical
island overlap is reached. This is not the case, indicating that
the deposited islands do not act as active surface area for direct
atomic incorporation. Under these conditions, platinum
aggregates are ultraporous nanostructures which have not
undergone any recrystallization, and present no signs of growth
by direct attachment (Figure 1, growth pathway ’d’). At E =
−0.2 V, I(t) shows long-term decay characteristics that cannot
be due to double-layer charging because they extend over ≈15
s. The current decay in this case is due to the fact that platinum
reduction takes place in diffusion-limited or mixed-control
regime (see Supporting Information, Figure S1). Still, no signs
of current increase indicate that primary nanoclusters are being
formed under planar diffusion limitations and that large
aggregates are not contributing to an increase in active surface
area for direct attachment. This is again correlated to the
ultraporous nanodendritic morphology obtained at these
potentials (Figure 1, growth pathway ’d’). At E = −0.4 V,
I(t) starts by a long-term decay, followed by a slight increase in
current indicating that a certain degree of uncoupled diffusion
toward growing active centers occurs. At E = −0.5 V and E =
−0.6 V, current starts increasing at earlier times indicating an
earlier onset of island growth by direct attachment. This is
again linked with the fact that the obtained nanostructures have
undergone a certain degree of recrystallization and are thus
smoother and less porous than those obtained at smaller
overpotentials (Figure 1, growth pathway ’c’). Both curves show
a current maximum which is normally correlated to the overlap
of the diffusion zones.30,31 However, experimental FESEM and
HAADF-STEM observations have shown that the carbon
surface is always accessible for the formation of new primary
nanoclusters. Therefore, a total overlap of the diffusion zones
cannot be occurring, as this would lead to a halt of primary
cluster nucleation and consequent saturation of aggregate
number density. Alternatively, partial coalescence of some
diffusion fields or physical coalescence upon growing islands
could explain a current maximum and would not imply
complete inhibition of nucleation on the carbon surface.
Instead, this would lead to a gradual decrease of the nucleation
rate, which is observed experimentally, as shown in Figures 4b
and 5b.
It must be noted that platinum electrodeposition occurs

together with different hydrogen reduction reactions catalyzed
by the actual platinum surface (see Supporting Information,
Figure S1). Therefore, the obtained current−time transients
represent a convolution of both phenomena. However, recent
studies show that the effect of the hydrogen reduction
component on the current transient is only remarkable at
long deposition times, by deviating the transient from the
typical Cotrellian behavior (I ∝ t−(1/2)). Hence, it should not
substantially change its characteristic peaked shape at the
beginning of the transient,59 so it does not influence our
interpretation of the current transients. It must be noted as well
that several reports on platinum electrodeposition on carbon
substrates have shown peak-shaped current transients modeled
by means of classical electrochemical island growth mecha-

Figure 6. Chronoamperommetric current transients obtained for the
electrodeposition of (a) silver and (b) platinum onto CCTGs.
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nisms. However, in most of the cases, even if current transients
can be fitted to classical models, the difference in number
density between experimental and calculated values may rise up
to several orders of magnitude,35 as it happens with other
metals.32,59 As an example, the current transient obtained at E =
−0.5 V can be fit to the instantaneous nucleation equation30

leading to a saturation particle density of N = 4 × 105 particles/
cm2, 5 orders of magnitude smaller than the value of 3 × 1010

observed experimentally38 (see Supporting Information Figure
S3). Therefore, according to classical island growth models, the
charge of such a potentiostatic experiment would have been
consumed to grow ≈10 000 times less particles that would have
had a diameter ≈46 times larger. The fact that we
experimentally observe many more particles and much smaller
than predicted by the models points again to a self-limiting
growth mechanism, which prevents primary nanoclusters to
grow by atomic incorporation.
Revision of the Nucleation and Growth Mechanism:

Generalized Electrochemical Aggregative Growth
Mechanism. In conclusion, the data presented throughout
this paper together with the findings of our previous work33,38

indicate that metal electrodeposition onto low energy
substrates such as carbon proceeds by a Generalized Electro-
chemical Aggregative Growth Mechanism instead of by a
classical Volmer−Weber mechanism. The proposed mechanism
starts with the nucleation of primary nanoclusters that grow
until a certain self-limiting growth mechanism stabilizes them at
a given size. Then, electrochemical potential driven surface
diffusion of these primary nanoclusters leads to aggregation,
which can be interpreted as aggregative-nucleation events.
Finally, the degree to which aggregates undergo partial or full
coalescence dictates to which extent further growth by direct
attachment (or classical island growth) occurs. Figure 7
schematically represents the stages of the proposed mechanism.
Its implications on the interpretation of the potentiostatic

current transients, nanoparticle morphology, number, and size
distribution are shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10.
In the first moments after the application of a negative

potential, very small primary nanoclusters are formed,
randomly distributed over the substrate as shown by Figure
7.1. These clusters are single crystalline nanoparticles that grow
by direct attachment until they reach a metastable size, with d ≈
1.8 ± 0.6 nm for Ag and d ≈ 2.9 ± 0.9 nm for Pt. These size-
stabilized primary nanoclusters can diffuse over the carbon
surface due to their small size and weak van der Waals (VDW)
forces between them and the carbon support. Due to particle−
particle attractive VDW forces, primary nanoclusters stick
together when they hit each other resulting in aggregative-
nucleation events, which give birth to aggregated particles from
nanocluster building blocks (Figure 7.2 and second column of
Figure 1). Silver aggregates (Figures 7.2a and 1b) are much
more compact than platinum ones (Figures 7.2b, 7.2c, 1c, and
1.d) because they undergo more and faster recrystallization.
Until this stage, new primary nanoclusters and consequently
new aggregates are continuously formed on the substrate in
both cases, because even under the assumptions of island
growth by direct attachment, the diffusion zones of potentially
growing nuclei would not yet have covered the whole carbon
surface.
An important point here is related to the interpretation of the

electrochemical current−time transients. Traditionally, the first
decaying part is related to double layer charging, whereas island
nucleation and growth is correlated to hemispherical diffusion
to an increasing active surface, leading to an increasing current.
We have shown though that longer current decays should be of
faradaic origin, and hence we believe that such I(t) feature
reflects the formation of primary nanoclusters which do not
grow beyond a given size. This period may be considered an
induction time because large aggregates do not yet grow
significantly. Such a phenomenon is normally correlated to a
prenucleation stage where metal ions are being discharged

Figure 7. Schematic diagram showing the different stages of the Generalized Electrochemical Aggregative Growth Mechanism. Dots represent the
nongrowing nanoclusters and blue circles around the aggregates represent the projection of their corresponding nucleation exclusion zones. Black
stripes within a particle represent defects whereas the absence of stripes represents a defect-free monocrystalline structure.
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before nuclei have been formed. However, we believe that such
induction time corresponds to a preaggregation or precoales-
cence stage where primary nanoclusters have already nucleated
but cannot grow over a given size unless they undergo
aggregation and recrystallization. Subsequent current rise and
maximum are due to the growth of recrystallized aggregates
(see Figures 8, 9, and 10). In fact, the degree to which such
aggregates undergo recrystallization and coalescence dictates
the subsequent growth pathways that lead to different particle
morphologies. This has not been reported previously for
electrochemical deposition systems, but similar phenomena can
be found in other thin-film growth methods, such as deposition
of mass selected preformed clusters.45

A first possibility is that the aggregates fully coalesce and
recrystallize fast into monocrystalline nanoparticles (Figures
7.2a and 1b), as happens for silver electrodeposition. Then, the
self-limiting growth mechanism vanishes and the particles may
grow by direct attachment. Proof is given by the fact that silver
nanoparticles after long deposition times are always mono-
crystalline.33 This is probably the most common case and it
implies that classical island growth concepts apply. Thus,
diffusion zones are generated around growing particles until
they cover the entire surface and particle number density
reaches saturation at small surface coverages of 1%, while small
primary nanoclusters are consumed. Therefore a classical
interpretation of the potentiostatic current−time transients
can be carried out taking into account that the derived

nucleation rate corresponds to an ’aggregative-nucleation +
recrystallization’ rate rather than to primary nanocluster
formation33 (see Figures 8 and 6a).
A second possibility is that aggregates undergo partial

recrystallization, as happens for platinum electrodeposition at
high overpotentials (Figures 7.2b and 1c). In this case, classical
growth concepts do not apply, as partially recrystallized
aggregates behave halfway between traditional islands and
nongrowing clusters. This way, small diffusion zones may be
generated around growing aggregates, slowing down the
nucleation rate of both primary nanoclusters and aggregates.
However, the extent to which the particles grow by direct
attachment is smaller than in the first case, and hence, diffusion
zones do not cover the entire surface until longer deposition
times. In this case, particle number density keeps increasing
even at high surface coverages. The fact that many aggregates
do not grow by atomic incorporation may favor the nucleation
of new primary nanoclusters, as discharged atoms may be
repelled by nongrowing particles, thus increasing their
concentration on the carbon surface. In this case, the shape
of the current transients depends on the degree of coalescence,
recrystallization, and growth by direct attachment. High
recrystallization rates imply a higher amount of ions directly
reduced on growing aggregates, which in turn leads to a first
increase in reactive surface area and a later development and
coalescence of diffusion fields. In these cases, peaked I(t)
profiles are obtained after longer or shorter induction times in
which the current monotonically decreases (Figures 9 and 6 for
E = −0.4, −0.5, and −0.6 V). Such a peaked shape can be

Figure 8. Full recrystallization. (1) Induction time: Formation of
nongrowing primary nanoclusters, (2) Formation of primary nano-
clusters + uncoupled ″island″ growth of completely recrystallized
aggregates, (3) Coupled ″island″ growth of completely recrystallized
aggregates.

Figure 9. Partial recrystallization. (1) Induction time: Formation of
nongrowing primary nanoclusters, (2) Formation of primary nano-
clusters + uncoupled ″island″ growth of partially recrystallized
aggregates, (3) Formation of primary nanoclusters + coupled ″island″
growth of partially recrystallized aggregates.
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correlated to an ’aggregative-nucleation + recrystallization’
process from primary nanoclusters as building units.
A third possibility is that recrystallization happens to a very

small extent leading to a lower degree of direct attachment
(Figures 7.2c and 1d). In these cases, highly porous dendritic
nanostructures are obtained, ever-decaying current transients
are measured (Figures 10 and 6 for E = −0.2 V), and aggregates
behave as nongrowing primary nanoclusters, which do not
contribute to an increase in reactive surface area.
In conclusion, the Generalized Electrochemical Aggregative

Growth Mechanism that we propose states that the early stages
of electrochemical nucleation and growth are driven by primary
nanocluster nucleation, self-limiting growth, surface diffusion,
and aggregation. Then, later growth stages are driven by the
extent of nanocluster coalescence, recrystallization, and growth
by atomic incorporation. The balance between these
phenomena dictates the resulting particle number density,
size, and morphology, as well as the shape of the potentiostatic
current transients and their interpretation.

■ CONCLUSIONS
By the combination of aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM,
FESEM, and electrochemical characterization of different
electrochemical deposition systems, we provide a complete
reformulation of the Volmer−Weber island growth mechanism
for the early stages of metal electrodeposition on low-energy
substrates. We elaborate a Generalized Electrochemical
Aggregative Growth Mechanism, which mimics the atomistic
processes of the early stages of thin-film growth39 by
considering nanoclusters of a few nm as building blocks

instead of single atoms. This way, we discuss the influence of
new processes such as nanocluster self-limiting growth, surface
diffusion, aggregation, and coalescence, on the growth
mechanism, morphology of the resulting nanostructures, and
interpretation of potentiostatic current transients. On one hand,
self-limiting growth processes halt the growth of primary
nanoclusters at a few nm, favoring a coalescence driven growth
mechanism. The size of these clusters depends on the
electrodeposited material but is independent of potential and
deposition time. On the other hand, the morphology of the
deposits depends strongly on the balance between nucleation
and nanocluster surface diffusion, which are both overpotential
dependent. In addition, nanocluster coalescence kinetics are
proven to be material and overpotential dependent and of vital
importance to determine further growth pathways. The degree
to which nanoclusters are able to recrystallize drives nano-
particle morphology, size, number density, and surface
coverage. Whereas a small extent of coalescence leads to
ultraporous dendritic structures, large surface coverages, and
small particle size; full recrystallization leads to larger
hemispherical monocrystalline islands and smaller particle
density. The latter case allows a traditional interpretation of
the current transients taking into account that derived particle
densities and nucleation rates reflect the formation and
recrystallization of aggregates built up of primary nanoclusters
rather than primary nuclei formation. In contrast, when
coalescence occurs only to a small extent, aggregates behave
halfway between traditional islands and nongrowing nano-
clusters, so classical interpretation of the current-transients is
not possible. Accordingly, the induction time, which can be
extracted from particle distribution analyses and chronoamper-
ommetric data, is related to aggregate-nucleation events rather
than to standard nucleation processes. The model we propose,
apart from being an important scientific breakthrough from the
fundamental point of view, is crucial to gain better control of
electrochemical deposition processes in order to obain
supported nanostructures with desired morphology and
enhanced properties. On top of that, understanding electro-
chemical potential driven nanocluster surface diffusion and
coalescence is also crucial for the long-term stability of fuel cell
catalysts, because one of their main failure mechanisms is the
loss of catalytic surface area due to nanoparticle aggregation.
Finally, achieving the right balance between nucleation, self-
limiting growth, cluster surface diffusion, recrystallization, and
coalescence kinetics is essential for the synthesis and operation
of supported nanostructures, and it opens up new, exciting
possibilities for electrochemical nanostructuring, with nano-
clusters as building blocks.
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